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Because oligonucleotides are short sequences of nucleic acid bases, their association in solution
with complementary strands (hybridization) is often seen to conform to a simple two-state model.
However, experimental evidence suggests that, despite their short length, oligonucleotides may
hybridize through multiple states involving intermediates. We investigate whether these apparently
contradictory scenarios are possible by imposing different levels of sequence specificity on a lat-
tice model of oligonucleotides in solution, which we introduced in Part I [J. C. Araque et al.,
J. Chem. Phys. 134, 165103 (2011)]. We find that both multiple-intermediate (weakly cooperative)
and two-state (strongly cooperative) transitions are possible and that these are directly linked to the
level of sequence specificity. Sequences with low specificity hybridize (base-by-base) by way of
multiple stable intermediates with increasing number of paired bases. Such intermediate states are
weakly cooperative because the energetic gain from adding an additional base pair is outweighed by
the conformational entropy loss. Instead, sequences with high specificity hybridize through multiple
metastable intermediates which easily bridge the configurational and energetic gaps between single-
and double-stranded states. These metastable intermediates interconvert with minimal loss of confor-
mational entropy leading to a strongly cooperative hybridization. The possibility of both scenarios,
multiple- and two-states, is therefore encoded in the specificity of the sequence which in turn defines
the level of cooperativity. C 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4943577]
I. INTRODUCTION
It is generally accepted that equilibrium between single-
and double-stranded oligonucleotides in aqueous solution
obeys simple thermodynamic rules. In particular, if the
association is assumed to be bimolecular, the progress of the
hybridization as function of temperature is seen to follow
the thermodynamic van’t Hoff relation.1 This suggests a
cooperative equilibrium model where only two states are
thermodynamically accessible,2 one state being the denatured
(single-stranded) and the other the native duplex (double-
stranded). This is also known as the all-or-none model, where
the words all and none refer to the number of bases paired per
duplex.
Predictive methods based on these simple principles,
in particular the nearest-neighbor approach,3 have found
wide acceptance for designing nucleic acid sequences.
Several technological applications include genetics,4–6 drug
delivery,7,8 biological and electrochemical sensors,9,10 nanos-
tructured materials,11–14 nanomachines,15–18 and DNA-based
computing.19–21 Although in most cases these predictive
methods are rather reliable, they are not always consistent
with experiment.22,23 Their two main shortcomings are (i) the
experimentally acquired parameters and (ii) the underlying
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model. The former is typically remediated by measuring
thermal melting of new combinations of sequences in order
to account for a larger set of sequences.24–27 For example,
a set of improved nearest-neighbor parameters was obtained
recently from single-molecule force-melting experiments.28
The problem with this approach is that it only provides
slight increments in reliability while still propagating model-
dependent approximations.23 In contrast, the underlying
model requires either a more fundamental understanding
or a more rigorous treatment. Indeed, the simple two-
state model has been challenged by a growing body of
experimental evidence favoring mechanisms with multiple
intermediates.29–40 A generalized approach capable of embrac-
ing the complete combinatorial space of sequences is yet to
be found.
The reason why the nearest-neighbor model and similar
approaches are in general reliable is simple; a large subset of
sequences hybridize through strongly cooperative two-state
transitions where the multiplicity of possible intermediate
states becomes statistically (or kinetically) irrelevant.41
The remaining subset, however, contains sequences prone
to form intermediates because of their weak degrees
of hybridization cooperativity. For instance, a recent
experimental study revealed the formation of unexpected off-
path intermediates for oligonucleotides sequences explicitly
designed to avoid secondary structure and non-two-state
hybridization.40 Another example is that of sequences
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prone to form unimolecular off-path intermediates.42 The
existence of non-two-state sequences is also verified in
cases where enthalpies from calorimetric (model-independent)
measurements are in disagreement with those from van’t Hoff
(model-dependent) estimates.43 It is therefore clear that both
subsets, two- and non-two-state, exist and might be related to
different hybridization pathways, either thermodynamically
or kinetically dominated. That behavior imitates the well-
known mechanisms of folding cooperativity in proteins.44
Most likely, DNA hybridization and protein folding share a
common statistical mechanical description as well as a number
of thermodynamical signatures.
In the case of single-duplex denaturation (or “melting”),
a number of established theoretical45 and simulation46–51
models exist. However, the case of multiple strands in
solution with all their possible hybridization pathways needs
further understanding beyond that based on simplifying
assumptions.2,52,53 The main problem is that severe length-
and time-scale restrictions arise from the dilute concentrations
at which hybridization experiments are typically performed.
Capturing a statistically reliable number of hybridization
events in solution is therefore out of the reach of
very detailed computational models.54–58 This is because
entropic barriers associated with random collisions59 and
energetic barriers associated with base pairing/unpairing60
often lead to long hybridization times in solution.39 Several
computational studies of DNA melting have resorted
to (umbrella sampling type) constraints that artificially
hold (or bring) a pair of strands in close proximity in
order to investigate transition pathways and mechanisms
of single-duplex melting/hybridization.48,49,55,61,62 Although
these studies capture some aspects of the problem, the
imposed bias may induce a decrease in the entropy of
hybridization with respect to that in solution.63 Other
coarse-grained models avoid using the biasing potential by
confining a pair of small DNA within finite boundaries or
very small periodic boxes.51,63–65 Thermodynamic arguments
are then used to extrapolate single-duplex results to in-
solution conditions.66 It is clear that whereas the transition
entropy in these calculations can be corrected, the impact
on the overall hybridization pathways/mechanisms is yet
unknown.
In the present work, we aim at understanding the
effect of sequence specificity on both transition cooperativity
and microscopic pathways associated with hybridization
in solution. We are particularly interested in describing
how sequence specificity is expressed in the free-energy
landscape,67 either as stable or as metastable minima or as
saddle points (transition states). These calculations, however,
require a thorough statistical sampling of phase space and
therefore beg for a model simple enough to do so. This
is the reason why we resort to a lattice model of DNA
oligonucleotides we recently developed.68 Indeed, in our
previous work,68 we showed how this lattice model is capable
of capturing fluctuations related to the effect of strand
concentration on the hybridization transition (in qualitative
agreement with experiment). Furthermore, our lattice model
is closely analogous to that of proteins on high-coordination
lattices69 which, together with the free-energy landscape
description,44 proved instrumental in elucidating the existence
of several protein folding mechanisms.
Given the reduced number of degrees of freedom in
our model, we demonstrate that it is possible to overcome
energetically trapped states and long-diffusive time scales by
our direct simulations. Despite the absence of explicit solvent
effects, many aspects relevant to hybridization mechanisms in
solution are captured by our model in qualitative agreement
with experiment. We propose here a detailed description of
how sequence specificity shapes the free-energy landscape
by two distinct mechanisms (described in Sections III B
and III C). Our main conclusion is that both types of
hybridization pathways, either (strongly cooperative) two-
state or (weakly cooperative) non-two-state, are possible
depending on the level of sequence specificity. Cooperative-
encoding sequences efficiently compensate energetic and
entropic penalties whereas non-cooperative-encoding ones
do not.
II. MOLECULAR MODEL AND SIMULATION METHODS
A. Coarse-grained lattice model of oligonucleotides
Single strands are considered as self- and mutually
avoiding walks on a cubic lattice of coordination number
z = 26.70,71 In this representation, schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1(a) of Ref. 68, successive beads of a chain are joined
by a vector from the set (0,0,1), (0,1,1), and (1,1,1), and
by equivalent vectors resulting from reflections on the cubic
lattice. Nucleotide units, consisting of the sugar-phosphate
backbone and any one type of nucleobase (A, T, C, or G), are
coarse-grained into the monomeric units of model chains; in
this way, DNA-type heterogeneity in the interactions and in the
sequence distribution along the single strands are incorporated
explicitly, i.e., model oligonucleotides can be homo- or
hetero-oligomers according to the imposed sequence. This
implies that joined segments in the lattice mapping, instead
of replacing a statistical Kuhn segment, play the role of the
backbone bonds that interconnect neighboring nucleotides on
the actual DNA molecule.
The coarse-grained monomers in this implementation are
not structureless. They contain an internal degree of freedom
that accounts for the orientation of the nucleobase with respect
to the backbone. This is pictorially represented by the black
pins protruding from the monomers in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) of
Ref. 68. This explicit directionality, enforcing the alignment
of basis vectors on the lattice, accounts for the orientation
dependence of base-stacking and base-pairing interactions.
Both interactions are modeled as square-well potentials with
an angular component (see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) of Ref. 68). On
the lattice, this angular constraint implies that two neighboring
nucleotides (within the range of 1 − √3 lattice units) can pair
if they point directly towards each other. In the case of
intra-strand stacking, neighboring nucleotides interact if they
point in the same direction. Model details and simulation
methodologies are extensively discussed in Ref. 68.
We consider model oligonucleotides with M = 8 (8-mer)
and M = 12 (12-mer) nucleobases (considering 1 nucleobase
per lattice monomer) on a three-dimensional cubic lattice with
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box length L = 30. The number of lattice chains N in each
case was specified in order to have approximately the same
number of monomers in both 8-mer and 12-mer systems.
For 8-mer systems, the number of chains was set to N = 20,
which leads to a monomer concentration N × M/V = 0.0059,
whereas for 12-mer systems, N = 14 chains were considered
to obtain a monomer concentration N × M/V = 0.0062. The
substantial number of Monte Carlo steps (108-109) which
included enhanced sampling moves (based on configurational-
bias sampling) together with feedback-optimized parallel
tempering steps guaranteed proper convergence in each of
the systems simulated. A detailed explanation of these aspects




The histogram reweighting method of Ferrenberg and
Swendsen,72 as expanded by Kumar et al.,73 is used to
calculate population distributions and free-energy landscapes
at any temperature. The two-dimensional potential of mean
force WTi(N,E) at arbitrary Ti temperature is estimated from





where NBP is the number of bases paired, E is the total energy,
and PTi(NBP,E) is the reweighted or composite probability







Km exp[−βmE − Cm]
, (2)
where Km is the total number of observations (Km
=

N,E fm(N,E)) for run i. The constants Cm (also known







Our feedback-optimized parallel tempering simulations
allow for a thorough sampling of the required two-dimensional
fTi(NBP,E) histograms at each temperature. These histograms
are then efficiently combined by using the Weighted Histogram
Analysis Method (WHAM) extension of the Ferrenberg-
Swendsen algorithm. It is verified that combining parallel
tempering (feedback-optimized) with WHAM, as described by
Chodera et al.74 and Rick,75 indeed improves the convergence
of the estimated hybridization free-energy landscapes.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To assess the effect of sequence specificity and how it
may relate to hybridization cooperativity, a selected number
of sequences is considered. While emphasis is on the effect
of sequence complexity, in line with of Refs. 24 and 30,
other parameters such as chain length and degree of
complementarity are also examined as they pertain to sequence
specificity. The set of four (main) sequences discussed in
detail include two 8-mers and two 12-mers having 50% and
100% content of AT base-pairs, respectively. In the interest
of clarity, we shall refer to these sequences throughout the
rest of the text in the following manner: CG-core 8-mer,
(5′-ATCGCGAT-3′)2; AT-core 8-mer, (5′-CGATATCG-3′)2;
oligoA·oligoT 12-mer, (5′-A12-3′) · (3′-T12-5′); and oligoAT
12-mer, (5′-A6T6-3′)2. The structure and length of other
sequences are explicitly given when they are mentioned.
A. Population distributions of denatured,
intermediate, and duplex species
These populations correspond to individual thermo-
dynamic states having the same number of paired bases
NBP in all possible microscopic configurations. Approximate
distributions can be calculated theoretically from experimental
data of oligonucleotide systems.52,76 In such an approach, the
simplifying assumptions of the zipper model are required.
In the present work, however, histograms of denatured and
base-paired species populations are obtained by sampling
equilibrium configurations from the explicit in-solution
simulations. The distribution of states so obtained considers
paired bases from distinct strands including both native and
non-native contacts. Whereas native contacts correspond to
A-T and G-C pairings aligned as in the fully paired duplex,
non-native contacts correspond to misaligned A-T and C-G
pairings. Self-association contacts formed by complementary
bases on the same strand are excluded from the analysis, but
these are rare and rather transient given the lattice constraints
and the chain lengths considered. The resulting distributions
are shown in Figs. 1(a)-1(d).
Fig. 1(a) shows that for the CG-core 8-mer sequence, a
broad and significantly populated ensemble of intermediates
(I) appears at the melting temperature Tm (middle panel).
These intermediates persist even at temperatures lower than
Tm, where the native duplex (N) is expected to dominate.
Above Tm, the native duplex is largely suppressed and base-
paired species are dominated by (nucleation) intermediates
having NBP = 3–5 paired bases. The broadly distributed
intermediate state only shifts to higher values of NBP in a
(zipping) base-by-base manner as the temperature decreases.
Thus, whereas nucleation is energetically favored at the
CG-core, it is the entropically favored fraying ends (at the
AT-rich terminals) which lead to the prevalent suppression
of the native duplex state. Similar population distributions
of partially bonded structures were observed in the nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra of (AAGCUU)2.29 This is
a ribosyl 6-mer which, having the same sequence structure of
our CG-core 8-mer, also displays a weakly cooperative and
multi-state transition.
The AT-core 8-mer sequence, although having the same
nucleobase composition as the CG-core 8-mer, displays
instead a well defined and strongly cooperative two-state
transition. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the specificity of the AT-
core 8-mer sequence leads to a population of species largely
partitioned into denatured (D) and native (N) states at all
temperatures. In other words, single-stranded (NBP = 0) and
fully paired duplexes (NBP = 8) coexist with a negligible
fraction of all other partially bound chains, except for a
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FIG. 1. Population analysis of model oligonucleotides hybridization. Histograms of population distributions and base-pairing species for the following: (a)
CG-core 8-mer, (b) AT-core 8-mer, (c) oligoA·oligoT 12-mer, and (d) oligoAT 12-mer sequences. The location of denatured (D) with NBP= 0, native duplex
(N) with NBP= 8 or 12, and intermediate (I) states are indicated on each plot with their respective schematic configurations.
relatively small population of fraying ends. Both features
agree, at least qualitatively, with those from a number of NMR
experiments on sequences with similar AT-core/CG-terminal
structure.77–79 The mechanism for this behavior, however, is
not evident from the probability distribution itself and shall
be clarified in Sec. III B.
Representative snapshots of both scenarios, CG-core (on
the left) and AT-core (on the right) 8-mers, at the corresponding
Tm, are shown in Figs. 2(a)-2(d). A diverse population of fully,
partially, and un-paired strands can be seen in the case of the
CG-core 8-mer sequence (Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)). Nucleation at
the CG-core and fraying ends can be clearly distinguished
within the population of partially paired duplexes of the
CG-core 8-mer. In contrast, in the case of the AT-core 8-mer
(Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)), a well-defined all-or-none coexistence
between fully and un-paired duplexes stands out.
Two roughly equivalent hybridization scenarios are
exhibited for our longer 12-mer oligonucleotides. That of
the oligoA·oligoT 12-mer, shown in Fig. 1(c), is largely
dominated by intermediate (I) species. One readily notices
the similarity between the population distributions in Fig. 1(c)
(oligoA·oligoT 12-mer) and Fig. 1(a) (CG-core 8-mer). As
remarked before, nucleation at the CG-core and fraying AT-
terminal ends is at the origin of the intermediate-dominated
transition in the case of the CG-core 8-mer. In contrast, in the
case of the oligoA·oligoT 12-mer it is the low specificity of the
repetitive sequence which gives rise to the large population of
stable intermediates. This is because such large and repetitive
sequence lacks a well defined nucleation core and is thus
prone to form a large number of distinct staggered-duplexes.
The presence of fraying ends is in this case enhanced by the
staggering itself where one A-terminal and one T-terminal
are left with no neighboring bases to pair with. Calorimetric
analysis has indeed shown that the d(A10) · d(T10) 10-mer
analog is non-two-state and undergoes a multi-state and broad
transition.80 Significant deviations from the all-or-none model
have also been observed for 18-mers duplexes of adenylic and
uridylic acids A(pA)17 · U(pU)17.76
Contrary to our expectations, because of its partially
repetitive structure, the population distribution of the oligoAT
12-mer sequence shown in Fig. 1(d) can be regarded as having
a (weak) two-state behavior. The distribution clearly differs
from that of the AT-core 8-mer duplex but is nevertheless
bimodal in D and (mostly) N. At the melting temperature Tm,
peaks are enhanced at the denatured (D) state and towards
an ill-defined (close to native) stable state. Below Tm, the
latter is finally dominated by the native species (NBP = 12).
Overall, intermediates are neither entirely suppressed nor
clearly dominating over the native state. This is also shown
schematically in Fig. 1(d) where it is clear that having
AT/TA symmetry in the middle of the sequence minimizes the
possibility of staggering and associated intermediates states.
In other words, it is as if duplexes missing one to three
(likely terminal) base pairs (NBP = 9–11) were part of a fast
relaxation process and not of an elementary (fully stable) step.
Most likely the existence of such a process may help to
elucidate conflicting experimental results involving the same
type of sequences.81–84 In the experiments of Refs. 81–84,
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FIG. 2. Simulation snapshots of two-state and non-two-state scenarios at the transition temperature T ∗m. Histograms (top) and snapshots (bottom) for the
following: (a) and (c) CG-core 8-mer; (b) and (d) AT-core 8-mer sequences. The location of denatured (D) with NBP= 0, native duplex (N) with NBP= 8 or 12,
and intermediate (I) states are indicated on each plot. Red and blue monomers in the snapshots represent paired and un-paired bases, respectively. Color-coded
pins represent nucleobase identity and directionality (A = green, T = magenta, C = orange, G = yellow).
two-state conformity for a specific sequence was examined in
two complementary ways: (i) by calculating the fraction (λ) of
base pairs forming cooperatively, as obtained from the ratio of
van’t Hoff and calorimetric enthalpies and (ii) by calculating
the fraction (FI,max) of intermediates from the statistical
deconvolution of differential scanning calorimetry curves. For
oligoribonucleotides of the type (AnUn)2,81,82 with n = 5 or 7,
λ was found to be larger than 1 (implying no intermediates),
while FI,max was determined to be between 20% and 25%
(implying intermediates). Other studies regarding the (A7U7)2
sequence found λ to be less than 1 and a single intermediate
state having roughly 10 (∼70%) bases paired.83 Based on
our results, we conjecture this to be related to the broad
(mostly native) state shown in middle and right panels of
Fig. 1(d). Further experimental studies have revealed this
(weak) two-state behavior to be quite characteristic for this
type of symmetric oligoribonucleotides.84 This is in contrast
to the case of poly(A) · poly(U) (oligoA·oligoT in our case)
sequences which are dominated by stronger intermediates
caused by staggering.85
B. Effect of specificity on the hybridization
free-energy landscapes
Starting from the population of equilibrium microstates
these landscapes are mapped onto the reduced energy E∗ and
NBP reaction coordinates, as described in detail in Section II B.
The resulting landscapes, calculated at Tm for the same four
sequences presented in Sec. III A, are shown in Fig. 3(c) and
are presented alongside their corresponding ϕB and Cv/kB
curves in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). In the interest of clarity, the
thermodynamics features of ϕB and Cv/kB will be analyzed
from the perspective of the free-energy landscapes, rather than
vice versa. This is because both ϕB and Cv/kB are ensemble-
averaged properties that result from the superposition of
several underlying molecular processes. This is also the reason
why NBP is a more appropriate reaction coordinate to describe
the free-energy landscapes than the natural order parameter
ϕB (the ensemble average of the total fraction of bases
paired).
1. AT-core 8-mer
We first consider the case of the AT-core 8-mer sequence
which was found to be fully two-state from the population
analysis in Sec. III A. The topology of its hybridization
landscape, shown in Fig. 3(c)(i), is noteworthy in that the
transition barrier is rough and broad. Small differences
between both global minima (NBP = 0 and NBP = 8) are
seen because the temperature selected is only approximately
Tm. Moreover, the lowest free-energy pathway, on the top
of this wide barrier, crosses two metastable intermediates
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FIG. 3. Characterization of hybridization free-energy landscapes. (a) Comparison of order parameter ϕB and (b) heat capacity Cv/kB curves as function
of reduced temperature T ∗ for: (i) AT-core 8-mer, (ii) CG-core 8-mer, (iii) oligoAT 12-mer, and (iv) oligoA·oligoT 12-mer. (c) Corresponding hybridization
free-energy landscapesWTm/εAT (εAT is the AT pairing energy) as functions of the reduced energy E∗= E/εAT and number of paired bases NBP. Free-energy
surfaces are calculated at the corresponding melting temperatures Tm. Representative conformations of denatured and duplex species in local and global minima
are shown along the lowest free-energy pathway (yellow lines), and transition states are denoted TS. The denatured (NBP= 0) and native duplex (NBP= 8) states
are indicated by black arrows and the intermediates by white arrows.
separated by a small central barrier. These local minima
are bounded to the right by the main transition state TS
(NBP = 5) and to the left by the nucleation step (NBP = 1).
Representative configurations of the statistically dominant
duplex pairings at these stages are pictured along the pathway.
These, in turn, are deduced from the hybridization profiles
and contact maps of base-pairing events shown in Fig. 4
(left panel of parts (a) and (b)). The metastability of these
intermediates is, therefore, a consequence of the internal loop
(or bubble) formed after the energetically favorable CG-pairs
flanking the AT-core have nucleated (shown as a minimum at
NBP = 2).
A helix propagation mechanism is thus suggested where
both AT-pairs, directly adjacent to the flanking CG-pairs, bind
first (minimum at NBP = 4). This second local minima then
promotes (by base-stacking) the formation of one additional
AT-pair within the remaining unstable bubble (which is the
main TS). The native duplex is then rapidly formed after both
terminal CG-pairs bind. During this process the statistical
ensemble of species along the barrier nucleates and grows
(through small conformational rearrangements) by taking
advantage of the entropy-energy compensation effect. Thus,
the overall behavior just described bears a close reminiscence
to the “broad barrier”86,87 model. In the case of proteins
folding with high cooperativity (similar to our AT-core 8-mer),
this mechanism accounts for both fast tunneling between
unfolded and native states, and TS shifting over a broad
barrier.
It is reasonable to ask whether the sequence of stages
just described in the case of the AT-core 8-mer is plausible.
The answer is positive when considered in conjunction with
the sequence of hybridization steps derived from NMR
experiments in Refs. 77–79 and 88. Indeed, these experiments
show that the chemical shift and line-width transitions of
resonances, along AT-core sequences, follow the same pattern
as that derived from our analysis. The closest resemblance is
with that of the d(GGAATTCC)2 8-mer sequence,77 where
the three resonances corresponding to the AT-core and
flanking CG-pairs were found to broaden drastically only
above the melting temperature. Instead, the resonance of
the terminal CG-pairs disappears much before reaching the
melting transition. This could be interpreted in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b) to be the cause of the sharp transition and abrupt
bends on the low- and high-temperature baselines. Longer79
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FIG. 4. Base-pairing analysis of hybridization of 8-mer sequences. (a) Con-
tact maps of base-pairing events between all possible pairs of bases at Tm.
In these maps, the bases (A, T, C, and G) along columns and rows corre-
spond to the two complementary sequences. Thus, contacts along the main
diagonal (from top-left to bottom-right) represent a perfect match, whereas
off-diagonal ones are non-native contacts. (b) Base-pairing profile along the
sequence at the melting transitionTm. Hybridization profiles are grouped ver-
tically with corresponding contact maps. The logarithmic color-scale of the
contact maps corresponds to the total count of contacts during the simulation.
and shorter78,88 oligonucleotides, with similar sequences, were
seen to preserve both the two-state character and the barrier-
crossing mechanism. One can argue that, at least for the present
model, the barrier broadens (or narrows) to accommodate for
more (or less) transient states, while the degree of landscape
roughness would also vary accordingly.
Fig. 5 shows that to be the case; both effects are seen
to take place on the landscape obtained for a longer AT-core
(5′-CGCATATATGCG-3′)2 12-mer sequence. One observes
in Fig. 5 the presence of three metastable states with deeper
minima and distributed along a broader barrier than that seen
for the AT-core 8-mer. Interestingly, the type of on-pathway
intermediates is different for the 12-mer in that an inner AT
bubble (inner loop) is not the preferred pathway, as in the
case of the 8-mer (Fig. 3(c)(i)). Instead, because of the longer
AT-core region, the core bases bind quickly after nucleation
at one of the CG-terminals. Furthermore, the width of the
barrier predicted in Fig. 5 is consistent with the size of the
cooperative unit observed experimentally for an equivalent
12-mer sequence. In that case, λ was determined to be ∼0.72
or 9 ± 1 bases.79 Therefore, within the context of highly
cooperative two-state sequences, one may suggest that λ
accounts for the extension of the barrier rather than for the
presence of stable intermediates.
FIG. 5. Hybridization free-energy landscape WTm/εAT (εAT is the AT
pairing energy) as function of the reduced energy E∗= E/εAT and number
of paired bases NBP for the (5′-CGCATATATGCG-3′)2 12-mer sequence. The
free-energy surface is calculated at the corresponding melting temperatures
Tm. Representative conformations of denatured, intermediates, and native-
duplex species are shown alongside the lowest free-energy pathway (yellow
lines), and TS denotes the transition state. The denatured (NBP= 0) and native
duplex (NBP= 8) states are indicated by black arrows, while the intermediates
by white arrows.
2. CG-core 8-mer
We now turn to the analysis of the landscape topology
in the case of the CG-core 8-mer (non-two-state) sequence.
Fig. 3(c)(ii) shows that, in contrast to the case of the AT-
core 8-mer and in accord with its lower cooperativity, a
smooth double well appears, indicating a pseudo-two-state
equilibrium. The denatured state (to the left) having a lower
free-energy minimum than the broad (partially hybridized)
intermediate state (to the right) confirms such behavior.
Unequal well depths are therefore seen in this and similar
cases because of this reason. It is also worth noting that the
term “intermediate” in this context refers to a state that in a
base-by-base manner leads to the fully hybridized state. The
single barrier at the nucleation step is narrow and its free-
energy height, relative to the denatured state, is larger than
that of the AT-core 8-mer sequence. Moreover, the CG-core
barrier is the largest among all four sequences compared in
Fig. 6. For CG-core 8-mers this can be interpreted as the result
of the large entropic penalty for nucleating preferentially at
the (energetically favored) CG-core. Once the CG-core has
nucleated in register, the duplex conformation rapidly relaxes
to the basin corresponding to the broad intermediate state.
The statistically representative conformation pictured in
Fig. 3(c)(ii) was derived from the analysis of Fig. 4. Such
duplex conformation is energetically stable at the core, but has
a large conformational entropy originating from the fraying
ends. Both effects clearly disfavor the truly native state.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of one-dimensional projections of potential of mean
force as function of NBP. (a) 8-mer sequences (open circles for the AT-core,
and open squares for the CG-core); (b) 12-mer sequences (open circles
for the AT-core, open squares for the oligoA·oligoT, and open triangles is
oligoAT). Denatured, intermediates, and native regions are denoted by D, I,
and N, respectively. Lines are guides to the eye, drawn using cubic-splines
interpolation.
This is also observed in the Cv/kB curve (Fig. 3(b)), in the
form of a shoulder towards the left of the main peak. Thus,
the transition broadens and the characteristic Cv/kB peak
decreases, whereas ϕB (Fig. 3(a)) flattens out towards the
low-temperature baseline. One would therefore expect the
mechanism of helix propagation in this case to be kinetically
controlled with base-pairing progressing gradually (base-by-
base) towards the fraying ends. This is in close agreement
with the mechanism proposed for the CG-core (ATCGAT)2
sequence from the NMR analysis of temperature- and pH-
dependent chemical shifts and line widths.89 More recent
fluorescence resonance energy transfer experiments on AT-
terminal-rich sequences are also in favor of the sequential
(multistate) hybridization mechanism mediated by a third
long-lived (intermediate) state.38,39
3. OligoA·oligoT 12-mer
What is different in the landscape of the oligoA·oligoT
12-mer, when compared to CG-core 8-mer, is that the slope
towards the stable intermediate state is less steep. This can be
seen both in Fig. 3(c)(iv) and in Fig. 6. In the 12-mer case, the
free-energy barrier of the critical nucleus is lower than that of
the CG-core 8-mer and is not located at NBP = 1, but at NBP = 2
instead. This is most likely due to the low entropic penalty
from nucleating with unconstrained staggering (pairing of
duplexes not in register) and also because of the increased
length. In addition to the entropically favorable possibility
of nucleating at any position, misaligned duplexes also have
the possibility of slowly realigning with modest energetic
and entropic penalties by base-pair sliding. The more gradual
downhill slope towards the pseudo-equilibrium intermediate
in the case of the oligoA·oligoT 12-mer is likely influenced
by this staggering mechanism. In support of the staggering
argument, we notice that model calculations90 require the
inclusion of a sliding reaction term in order to be reconciled
with experimental relaxation data on homo-oligonucleotides.
4. OligoAT 12-mer
When comparing the nucleation barriers shown in Fig. 6
for both 100% AT 12-mer sequences, one notices that whereas
they have the same value and location, the one for the
oligoAT is broader. This is a clear indication that helix
propagation proceeds with larger cooperativity in that case.
This is because on this slightly steep and uneven part of the
landscape, further base-pairing is promoted (by hybridization
with minimal penalty) rather than slowed down (by quickly
proceeding downhill after nucleation). One can also see this
effect in Figs. 3(c)(iii) and 3(c)(iv) by comparing both yellow
pathways. We argue that the broad barrier in the case of
the oligoAT 12-mer is due to the presence of the symmetry
element in the middle of the sequence. This element favorably
limits the amount of staggering while also inhibiting base-
pair sliding. The contact maps shown in Fig. 7 support this
reasoning. This cooperativity-enhanced behavior, in relation
to that of the oligoA·oligoT, is similarly seen in Figs. 3(a) and
3(b), mainly in the relative steepness of the order parameter
ϕB at midpoint and baselines, and in the relative heights and
widths of the Cv/kB peaks.
Yet another way to appreciate this behavior is by
considering what happens towards the end of the oligoAT
FIG. 7. Hybridization base-pairing analysis of 12-mer sequences. (a) Contact
maps of base-pairing events between all possible pairs of bases at Tm; (b)
base-pairing profile along the sequence at the melting transition Tm. Hy-
bridization profiles are grouped vertically with corresponding contact maps.
The logarithmic color-scale of the contact maps corresponds to the total count
of contacts during the simulation.
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12-mer pathway on top of the broad barrier. In this region of
the landscape, a minimum of 6 base-pairs in perfect register
must have formed cooperatively, otherwise further helix
propagation towards the native state would not be possible.
Indeed, base-pairing is seen to propagate beyond the end of the
broad barrier, albeit with lower cooperativity. The behavior
of our model is consistent with that of temperature-jump
experiments performed on the (A7U7)2 sequence.83 In these
experiments, one slow (end-fraying together with high-order
intermediates) and one very fast (cooperative unit) relaxation
signals were observed.
C. Effect of base-pair mismatches on hybridization
free-energy landscapes
In a recent article,68 we addressed the question of whether
our lattice model is capable of capturing the effect of base-pair
mismatches on the duplex thermal stability. Our aim was to
impose on our model a more stringent level of specificity
than that of perfectly matched sequences. In other words,
is it possible for a lattice model with severe dimensionality
reduction to capture not only the effect of mismatches but also
that of their location along the sequence? Fig. 11 in Ref. 68
shows that to be the case. Our lattice model predicted the
thermal stability order of three different mismatches, relative
to their (parent) perfect-matched sequence, in agreement with
that predicted with the thermodynamic model of Dimitrov
and Zuker.53 It is therefore enticing to delve into the study of
the free-energy landscapes of mismatched sequences and to
compare their topologies with that of their perfect-matched
parent. Is it possible that mismatched sequences display
certain degree of hybridization cooperativity in the form of
broad barriers? Is their cooperativity regulated by intermediate
species or by the location of the mismatched bases?
In Section II B of Ref. 68, we briefly considered the
problem of cooperativity for the case of three mismatched
sequences. In the present work, we analyze a pair of these
sequences, derivatives of the CG-core 8-mer. Both sequences
have two internal mismatches where “C” nucleobases are
replaced by “A” ones. In one case, the internal mismatches are
located on the two middle bases of the sequence (Fig. 8(a)). In
the other case, the internal mismatches are located on the two
FIG. 8. Comparison of hybridization free-energy landscapes (top) and contact maps (bottom) for sequences with internal mismatches: (a) Central mismatch(5′-
ATCGAGAT-3′)2 8-mer sequence, and (b) flanking mismatch(5′-ATAGCGAT-3′)2 8-mer sequence. (top) Hybridization free-energy landscapesWTm/εAT (εAT
is the AT pairing energy) as functions of the reduced energy E∗= E/εAT and number of paired bases NBP. Free-energy surfaces are calculated at approximately
Tm (melting temperatures). Representative conformations of denatured, intermediate, and duplex species at local and global minima are shown along the lowest
free-energy pathway (yellow lines). Transition states are denoted TS and are derived from the contact maps and population analysis. The denatured (NBP= 0)
and native duplex (NBP= 8) states are indicated by black arrows, whereas the intermediates are indicated by white arrows. (bottom) Contact maps for each
sequence are calculated with the present model (left) and with Zuker’s91 DINAMelt web server (right). The logarithmic color-scale of the contact maps (left)
corresponds to the total count of contacts during the simulation.
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bases flanking the two middle bases (Fig. 8(b)). In both cases,
the native state corresponds to NBP = 6 instead of NBP = 8. In
Ref. 68, only variations in the steepness of the order parameter
ϕB and in the shape of the Cv/kB curve were investigated to
infer the relative level of cooperativity. Instead, in Fig. 8, we
analyze the same relation, but using the free-energy landscape
prescription.
The case of two mismatched “A” bases located in the
middle of the CG-core is illustrated in Fig. 8(a). Out of the two
dominant transition states (TS1,2), both having two nucleated
bases, only TS1 is capable to form an intermediate by way
of small conformational rearrangements. The off-diagonal
intermediate thus formed, although having none of the native
contacts of the final duplex, is energetically favorable because
of the four contiguous base pairs (2AT and 2CG) in staggered-
type alignment. It is also entropically favorable because of the
fraying ends. Therefore, the free-energy landscape in this case
is heavily influenced by this stable intermediate which is seen
as a deep minimum at NBP = 4 in the top panel of Fig. 8(a).
It also seen as the intense signal from four upper off-diagonal
elements in the contact map shown in the left bottom panel.
Interestingly, the contact map derived from thermodynamics,
using Zuker’s91 DINAMelt program, shows that at Tm the
same off-diagonal contacts dominate the transition.
A rather complex situation arises because the stable off-
diagonal intermediate is topologically unrelated to the native
NBP = 6 state. This means that it cannot lead to it by way
of local conformational rearrangements. Instead, the native
duplex needs to be formed by further nucleation of the TS2
conformation. Nevertheless, this second nucleation is only
feasible at low temperature because it needs to overcome the
entropic penalty of forming a mismatched bubble (internal
loop) in the middle of the sequence. One can speculate that
this process would also be kinetically slow because of the low
cooperativity (broad transition) seen in the specific heat plot
shown in Fig. 11 of Ref. 68.
Overall, in the case of the central mismatch sequence,
the formation of an intermediate (staggered) duplex, which
precludes the formation of the native (in-register) duplex,
leads to a poorly cooperative transition. The fact that
topological constraints induce an interconversion failure
(dereliction) between these two states is indicative of “entropic
frustration” effects, as those seen in other biomimetic and
associating polymers systems.92,93 The degrading effect of
such behavior for pattern recognition purposes, as described
by Muthukumar,94 is produced in this case by the introduction
of a single mismatched base. This example illustrates how
small changes in the sequence can have big effects in the
hybridization free-energy landscape of DNA oligonucleotides.
In fact, these effects are extensively exploited for high-
resolution analysis of DNA in microarray technologies based
on single nucleotide polymorphism.95
In contrast, the landscape shown in Fig. 8(b) for
the sequence with a flanking mismatch has a broad and
fairly leveled basin. Thus, the ease of conformational
interconversions between the two main intermediates (NBP
= 2,4) and the native state (NBP = 6) is favored by the
relatively small barriers. Both (metastable) intermediates
would thus be part of the same cooperative unit. Indeed,
in the bottom panel of Fig. 8(b), the staggered intermediate
with 2 off-diagonal contacts, and the aligned one with four,
are both seen to occur in the contact maps with only a slightly
larger proportion than the native (flanking-mismatched) state.
The relative cooperativity level, as derived from the
analysis of Fig. 8, is seen to be compatible with that described
in our previous work.68 The present analysis, however,
allows us to clarify why the hybridization in the case of
the central-mismatch sequence exhibits lower cooperativity
(lower specific heat peak) than that of the flanking-mismatch
case. The presence of metastable intermediates over a leveled
free-energy landscape, with no major topological constraints,
allows for a larger cooperative unit in the latter case.
Nevertheless, thermodynamic models53,91 predict the opposite
order in cooperativity (specific heat peaks), while the thermal
stability order (Tm) is in agreement with ours.68 Although
limitations on both approaches are obvious, our explicit
simulations highlight the importance of intermediate states,
and the possibility of frustrated or facilitated interconversions
on the hybridization free-energy landscape.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, hybridization of model oligonucleotides
in solution is observed to occur by way of two distinct
mechanisms: either non-two-state, if hindered by stable
intermediates, or two-state, if facilitated by metastable ones.
Both cases are dictated by the level of sequence specificity.
Differences between them are therefore not only in terms of
their thermodynamic cooperativity and multiplicity of states,
but also in their mechanistic hybridization pathways. We
have described such mechanistic details by reconstructing
the free-energy landscape topologies from explicit in-solution
simulations. When contrasted with experimental evidence on
similar sequences, results from our lattice model are shown
to be thermodynamically and mechanistically consistent. For
instance, in the case of sequences with non-two-state (weakly
cooperative) hybridization, a stable duplex intermediate is seen
to readily form after nucleation. Further hybridization towards
the native duplex is only possible through base-by-base pairing
propagation as the temperature is lowered.
However, a more complex and unexpected picture
emerged for two-state (strongly cooperative) transitions. These
are seen to be characterized by landscapes with broad and
moderately rough free-energy barriers. In this case, large
energetic and configurational gaps between denatured and
native duplex states are bridged (tunneled) by conformational
rearrangements of on-pathway metastable intermediates. Such
a mechanism highlights the possibility of interconversion
with minimal conformational entropy loss, while favoring
inter-strand base-pairing and intra-strand stacking.
The broad barrier mechanism described in the present
work was previously identified in the case of protein
folding,86,87 but to the best of our knowledge, it has not
been previously linked to oligonucleotide hybridization. This
is most likely because the metastable intermediates along
the broad-barrier are largely inaccessible to typical DNA
experimental techniques such as ultraviolet spectroscopy, cir-
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cular dichroism, nuclear magnetic resonance, and differential
scanning calorimetry. It is possible, however, that such
labile and poorly populated states over broad barriers are
related to kinetic intermediates seen in temperature-jump
experiments.76,88 The hybridization scenarios described here
using our lattice model explain and correlate a number of
observations from experiment. Among the open questions
that emerge from the present work are: how are the features of
the free-energy landscape encoded in the nucleotide sequence?
Why some sequences lead to “beneficial” intermediates,
which cooperatively bridge the denatured and native duplex
states, while others do not. Answering these questions will
prove advantageous to improving the predictive capacity of
thermodynamic hybridization models.
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